Harvard Puzzle "Dean II"
Instructions: Guess the words defined by
the cryptic clues (answers vary in length
from three to nine letters, six are
capitalized, and one is foreign) then enter
them in the grid one after another in the
same order as their clues, starting in the
upper left corner. Across words that don't
end at the right continue on the next row,
and down words that don't end at the
bottom continue in the next column. Five
across words and five down words won't
fit in the grid unless one of their letters is
omitted. Those ten letters, taken in order
as they occur in across and down words
spell a person's name. Thanks to Kevin
Wald '93 for test-solving and editing this
puzzle.
Across
1. Hurt, Jack goes inside to toughen up
2. Illegally remove it for extra pay
3. No one has copyright for the time being
4. Study the sound of rain
5. A young girl not in good shape
6. Reported requirement for massage
7. Undergo treatment to conceal fungus
8. Sophie trades cat's head for small wild
boar, perhaps
9. Charlotte, for example, rides wildly around
front of plaza
10. Declares one in Minnesota a respected
leader
11. Cautioned to be prepared for schooling
12. Segment of chromosome from hybridized
mole tree
13. Cabriolet has dash
14. Game driver loses time getting right carrier
15. Cheer in Toledo
16. Head and tail of worm ingested by deer
17. Tragedian suppresses a strong emotion
18. Carry child with ease at first
19. Celibate's returning bitterness
20. Opera cast dancing around ring
21. Empire's broken proposition
22. Run confidence game to get ruble
23. Teacher's pain

Down
1. One meaning obscured without new picture
2. Bachelor and Eileen running a straight
course
3. Male domestic holds up copy
4. Fluids brought back for a god
5. Accidentally untied and put back together
6. No charge to speak
7. Ruth, in storm, breaking for stage
8. For example, love for self
9. Count pennies after Tesla leaves America
10. Asteroid's timeless mysterious secret
11. Ice is cool
12. Hooker has no cards
13. Initially cocky bird is cowardly
14. Look at Eddie catching a shrew
15. Behold a leader off Mars or Earth
16. Keeper holds weapon back
17. River's end is beginning of temperate part
of China
18. Imitation of dad with stick and slingshot
19. Judge doesn't have capacity to make new
arrangements
20. Current lock for Cate Blanchett, maybe
21. Antonio begins to embrace a queen of
Thebes
22. Hitler eviscerated yesterday in France
23. Tom Paine scuffling with Mike in wordless
play

